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AB Suite and Fabric-Based 
ClearPath Systems: A Strong 
Combination
By Brian Herkalo, Director, ClearPath Solutions and  
Portfolio Management, Unisys

When two leading innovations come together,  
it’s an unbeatable combination.

And that’s what you get when you unite  
Agile Business Suite (AB Suite) and the 
ClearPath® fabric-based infrastructure.

AB Suite is Unisys premier development environment 
for mission-critical solutions. Designed to facilitate rapid 
application modernization, AB Suite has been enhanced in 
ways that drive greater developer productivity. And, it boasts 
a 100% Build process that makes it much easier to achieve 
continuous delivery.

The ClearPath fabric-based infrastructure represents a 
revolutionary step in the evolution of modern computing 
environments. It’s an architectural transition that enhances 
and improves upon the proven, mission-critical attributes 
of ClearPath systems – and extends them outward by 
seamlessly coupling ClearPath, Microsoft® Windows®,  
and Linux® workloads across a high-speed interconnect.  
This opens up new avenues for advanced application 
integration, all while securing predictable performance. 

AB Suite and the ClearPath fabric-based infrastructure are 
clearly cutting-edge innovations. But when you combine them, 
you’ll be well positioned to do some truly great things.  >>
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Blending AB Suite and the Fabric
So, what new capabilities does this combination 
bring to you?

To build a clear picture of how AB Suite and the 
fabric work together to help you capitalize on new 
opportunities, it’s important to first understand 
how AB Suite development currently takes place.

The AB Suite development process happens in 
the Microsoft Visual Studio® environment running 
on Windows. Microsoft Team Foundation Server 
(TFS), which AB Suite integrates with for project 
and release management, resides in Windows, 
as well. And, the AB Suite Model file is stored in 
a Microsoft SQL Server® database. The AB Suite 
Build process is split between the COBOL source 
code generations on Windows and the compile and 
bind phase in the ClearPath MCP environment.

On the production side, the core solution runs on 
MCP, whereas other parts, like Client Tools, Web 
Services, Client Tools Business Integrator software, 
and the ClearPath ePortal for MCP specialty 
partition, run on Windows.

Typically, executing the development of hybrid 
applications such as these would require you 
to integrate, manage, and maintain separate 
systems.

Bringing the fabric into play means you’ll be able 
to use the architecture’s high-speed interconnect 
to forge a secure connection between the MCP 
and Windows environments. This way, all of the 
development work that may have required several 
systems can now happen on dedicated nodes 
within the same infrastructure. Add to this the 
fabric’s predictable performance, and the AB Suite 
environment becomes well-suited to meet today’s 
highest standards for mission-critical application 
development. 
 

AB Suite in the Fabric: A Use Case
Here’s how you could use AB Suite to develop, 
build, and deploy applications in the fabric 
environment.  

As Figure 1 illustrates, AB Suite Developer can 
be installed on a Windows node, with its model 
database kept in an instance of SQL Server
residing in either the same node, or another 
within the system. Meanwhile, the corresponding 
Enterprise Database Server for ClearPath MCP 
(DMSII) databases reside in the ClearPath MCP 
node. Moreover, AB Suite Developer interacts with 
a node hosting TFS for source control and release 
management. 

AB Suite Developer can then be used to build and 
deploy one or more applications, as well as their 
corresponding DMSII databases, to the ClearPath 
MCP partition, which includes the requisite 
AB Suite Runtime software.

To provide the application’s user interface, 
such as ASP .NET Web Forms, another Windows 
instance acts as the “web server,” using AB Suite 
Component Enabler software and the generated 
components from AB Suite Developer. Similarly, 
if parts of the application are to be exposed as 
Web Services, the required components – once 
again generated from AB Suite Developer – can be 
deployed to either this same Windows node or an 
additional one. Either way, it will be supported by 
Component Enabler software.

In addition, Business Integrator software 
allows the applications in this example to call 
out to external routines or participate in SOA 
environments. These applications can also take 
advantage of the capabilities provided by the 
ClearPath ePortal for MCP specialty partition, or 
use an IBM® WebSphere® MQ interface to interact 
with other applications and programs.  >>

Developing Agility
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Your Options are Limitless
The example above shows how AB Suite could 
be deployed in the ClearPath fabric-based 
infrastructure. But it is not by any means the only 
way to blend AB Suite and the fabric.

Freedom is one of the core concepts underpinning 
the fabric. Our goal is to give you the flexibility 
to shape, and actively reshape, the fabric in a 
seamless fashion as your needs change and new 
innovations become available. 

So, to that end, you have the ability to deploy 
AB Suite into the fabric in a way that meets 
your current business and IT needs. And, more 
importantly, you have the freedom to change 
how you use AB Suite as the demands on your 
organization evolve.

To learn more about all of the great things you can 
do with AB Suite in the fabric environment, please 
plan a meeting with our AB Suite and ClearPath 
consultants to discuss these capabilities in  
more detail.

Developing Agility

Figure 1. AB Suite in the fabric environment.
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Calling Web Services from the ClearPath 
MCP Runtime
By Andy Wardle, Senior Architect, Unisys

Developing Agility

Standards and Terminology
eXtensible Markup Language 
(XML) is the standard used for 
Web Services message contents, 
while Web Service Definition 
Language (WSDL) is the standard 

that describes the structure of Web Service XML 
messages. Software offering a Web Service  
(a “Provider”) must also include a WSDL the Web 
Service (a “Consumer”) can interrogate to discover 
the format of the XML request it must send, as 
well as the response it will receive.

Using Web Services with Client Tools
EAE and Agile Business Suite applications can act 
as Web Services providers and consumers using 
the features available in Client Tools.

Provider
There are two ways EAE and AB Suite applications 
can act as Web Services providers:

• The ASP .NET Web Service Generator, which 
generates a separate Web Service for each 
Ispec within an AB Suite Deployment Folder or 
EAE Bundle

• ClearPath ePortal and the ePortal Generator, 
which together enable you to build ASP .NET 
or Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) 
Web Services based on single or – with the 
ePortal Orchestration feature – multiple ISPECs

Consumer
As Figure 1 shows, Business Integrator is the 
middleware that allows an External Component to 
be invoked via an AB Suite External Class or EAE 
External ISPEC. The AUTO.ENTRY logic command 
sends a request via the HUB mechanism to a 
Windows based service, which executes a specific 
Windows script that invokes the Web Service and 
returns the response to the AB Suite/EAE logic.

XML encoding and decoding is performed as part 
of this process. Business Integrator also provides 
a wizard that imports the WSDL and creates an  
AB Suite/EAE definition to match.  >> 

In order to minimize the risk of human error and shorten the time required to complete 
transactions, many businesses have decided to increase the number of in-house and 
business-to-businesses (B2B) channels implemented between IT applications. Usually, 
some form of SOA-enabling technology is used to provide the integration, with Web 
Services being the most popular SOA implementation method. 

Figure 1. Business Integrator software invoking External Components.
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MCP Web Application Support
MCP Web Application Support (WEBAPPSUPPORT) 
is a standard MCP feature included with all 
ClearPath Libra systems. It encodes and decodes 
XML data using the XML Parser for ClearPath MCP, 
and makes HTTP requests, including Web Service 
requests, via the HTTP Client for ClearPath MCP. It 
is implemented as a single MCP system library and 
provides an API that can be called from application 
programs written in ALGOL, COBOL85, AB Suite, 
and EAE.

XML Parser for ClearPath MCP
The XML Parser for ClearPath MCP allows 
applications to focus on the data content of XML 
messages, not the process of encoding and 
decoding the entire message. For example, it 
allows an application to request the “transaction 
value” data item from a message without needing 
to know where within the message that data 
item exists. eXtensible Stylesheet Language 
Transformations (XSLT), XPath, JavaScript 
Object Notation (JSON), and XML Encryption are 
supported for this purpose.

As shown in Figure 2, the XML Parser consists of 
the WEBAPPSUPPORT API plus a Java component –
the Java Parser Module (JPM) – that performs          
low-level XML parsing and transformation functions 
without incurring significant MCP processor 
overhead.

The JPM runs on the ClearPath MCP JProcessor 
specialty partition and Windows servers configured 
with a Java runtime environment. For optimum 
throughput, any Windows server should have a 
dedicated high-speed network connection – an 
ideal solution would be to use the high-speed 
interconnects within the ClearPath fabric-based 
infrastructure. Multiple JPMs can be configured  
for resilience and scalability.

HTTP Client for ClearPath MCP
As illustrated in Figure 3, the HTTP Client for 
ClearPath MCP allows applications to build and 
submit Web Service requests and receive and 
deconstruct any replies. Typically, this will also 
involve use of the XML Parser, given that XML is 
the message formatting method of choice for Web 
Services.  >>

Figure 2. XML Parser for ClearPath MCP component overview.
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WEBAPPSUPPORT, AB Suite, and EAE
Benefits
Although Business Integrator has been 
successfully implemented in many client 
infrastructures – and delivered considerable value 
to these organizations – the new WEBAPPSUPPORT 
option offers additional benefits when compared to 
Business Integrator. For example, WEBAPPSUPPORT 
enables AB Suite and EAE applications to:

• Eliminate the need for an intermediate 
Windows server by communicating directly from 
MCP to Web Service providers 

• Overcome the 2,000-byte limit on MCP HUB 
message sizes 

• Accelerate Web Service request elapsed times

• Increase scalability and resiliency by removing 
the dependence on a single Windows server 
“gateway” between MCP applications and Web 
Service providers

Software Requirements
Initially, WEBAPPSUPPORT only supported ALGOL 
and COBOL85 programs. Our first attempts 
to use it with AB Suite uncovered some API 
incompatibilities. Enhancements that address 
these issues are available in any recent 

WEBAPPSUPPORT release container (CCF) IC,  
AB Suite 4.0.1003 and above, and AB Suite 5.0. 
AB Suite also has some specific rules to follow 
when defining variables that will be passed to 
WEBAPPSUPPORT as parameters – these rules 
are documented in the “Calling External Libraries 
in MCP” section of the AB Suite 4.0.1004 and 
above MCP Runtime IC ReadMe file. They will also 
be added to the next update of the AB Suite 5.0 
Runtime for ClearPath MCP Administration Guide.

Until recently, WEBAPPSUPPORT users had to use 
API calls with multiple parameters and various 
data types – AB Suite allows this, but EAE can 
only make API calls with a single alphanumeric 
parameter (GLB.PARAM). To support EAE, we have 
added compatible API calls to WEBAPPSUPPORT in 
ClearPath MCP Release 17.0 and in the latest CCF 
ICs for earlier supported releases.

What’s Next?
If you believe using WEBAPPSUPPORT with EAE or 
AB Suite can help you, then why not consider a 
pilot implementation with Unisys assistance? Or, 
if you would like to see a simple demonstration, 
we can deliver that via an online meeting. If you’re 
interested in either option, please e-mail me at 
andy.wardle@unisys.com.

Developing Agility
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The AB Suite cross reference  
(XREF) utility is designed to address 
just this type of requirement.  
To that end, it can help you  
answer questions like:

• Where is this data item updated?

• Where does the system purge records from  
this structure?

• What other methods does this routine call?

• How did we end up at this line of logic?

In short, the XREF utility is ideal for architects and 
system designers who need to examine an AB Suite 
application to determine the impact of a change. 
It’s also a great resource for developers trying to 
work out why a particular line of code  
was executed.

Here’s how it works.

Overview
The XREF utility reads a Public Model (PModel) 
definition of an AB Suite application and uses 
it to populate a custom SQL Server database 
with information from the PModel. A Windows 
application then reads the SQL Server database 
in order to display the data for further analysis. 
This application uses Visual Studio style “docking” 
windows, which let you adjust the display to suit 
your needs.

Note that the ability to create PModel files from an 
AB Suite application is not part of the standard 
AB Suite product set. An additional (free) license is 
required to add this feature. For further details on 
how to obtain a PModel license, please contact us 
at ABSuite@Unisys.com.  >>
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Many of our clients have developed very large, complex systems in Agile Business Suite – 
applications they are continually evolving and enhancing to address new requirements and 
incorporate new features. The AB Suite development environment has excellent searching 
options, but even with these capabilities, it can sometimes be difficult to assess the overall 
impact of such changes.  

Engineering Corner:  
Agile Business Suite Cross Reference Utility
By Nigel Tunnicliffe, Architect, Unisys

mailto:ABSuite%40Unisys.com?subject=
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Example Queries
The images below illustrate the types of queries that can be performed using the XREF utility.

Developing Agility

What other structures does this Ispec read?

Where is the Ispec “CMS01” updated?

  >>
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Where is the data item “SP_BEGCE06” used?

Where is the database file “BEE07.USER_ID” updated (i.e., which field is updated as a result of a  
“Flag” or “Auto” command)?

  >>
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Which lines of code contain the words “START” and “WFL?”

How did we get to this particular line of code? When debugging a problem, a developer typically knows 
where the problem occurred. But, it can be difficult to establish how and why the system ended up 
executing a specific line of code. The XREF utility can make it easier to understand the logic flow by 
drilling down through the conditional statements and methods called to show only the lines of code 
where the problem occurred. 

For instance, in the image below, the method “LP_C_JUMP” will only be called if two nested  
conditions are true. Within the logic for LP_C_JUMP, the system will only perform the LookUp if  
another condition is true.

  >>
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In addition to these top-level searches, you also have the ability to drill down into a given page of 
results. For example, highlighting and right clicking any data item in the logic panes will display a  
popup menu that allows you to search for uses of the selected name in the entire model, the current  
Ispec/Report, or the current method.

You can also search within a list of search results. For example, the search for all uses of “GLB.ZEROS” 
may return a result similar to what’s shown below.

  >>
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Now, say you want to find only those lines of code that use a particular data item – and also reference 
GLB.ZEROS. To do so, simply right click in the search results pane on the left, select the option to 
search for a word within the list of results, and enter the data item name. This produces a finer set  
of results, as shown below. If need be, these results can be filtered yet again for an even more granular  
set of results.

Other features available in the XREF utility allow you to:

• Export the results of a search to a CSV file, so they can be passed to other members  
of the development team for further analysis 

• Print the results of a search
• Capture the image of any search panel on display
• Export the format of a structure as a table you can then paste into a Microsoft Word document  

or attach to an e-mail
• Generate the C# (or VB.Net) code to represent an AB Suite group item

Getting a Copy of the XREF Utility
The XREF utility is delivered as a service. The package includes a copy of the XREF executable plus 
training on how to install the utility, build XREF databases from a PModel, and use the utility’s features, 
along with a license file that is valid for one year.

Note that there is no SLA for bug fixing included in this service. If a problem is found, we will make 
commercially reasonable efforts to quickly correct it, but we cannot guarantee it will be fixed or in which 
timeframe a fix may arrive.

Special thanks go out to AB Suite client Achmea for allowing us to use screen shots of their application 
IKAZ after it was loaded into the XREF utility.
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Info Center

New additions to our libraries of How To documents, white papers, and other useful  
information include:

• Demonstration: Migrating AB Suite 5.0 Project Files to the Latest IC Version (New)

• How To: Set up Source Control for a Shared Model Database (New)

To view these and other resources, simply 
go to public.support.unisys.com and choose 
“Documentation” in the “Public Information”  
box located on the left-hand side of the screen.  
No special login is needed.

We also encourage you to view the list of available 
AB Suite training courses. These courses are 
a great educational resource and include a lot 
of graphics, interactivities, simulations, and 
demonstrations with voice-over narration.

Please be sure to visit the ClearPath Customer 
Education homepage to view the AB Suite Course 
Catalog and other helpful education and training 
resources.

And to stay up to date on the latest happenings 
in the ClearPath world, please subscribe to the 
ClearPath Connection newsletter.

http://public.support.unisys.com/
http://www.app3.unisys.com/customer-education/absuite.asp
http://www.unisys.com/ms/clearpath-customer-education
http://www.unisys.com/ms/clearpath-customer-education
http://outreach.unisys.com/Clearpath

